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Abstract

The detection of multiple cloud layers using satellite observations is important for re-
trieval algorithms as well as climate applications. In this paper, we describe a relatively
simple algorithm to detect multiple cloud layers and distinguish them from vertically-
extended clouds. The algorithm can be applied to coincident passive sensors that5

derive both cloud-top pressure from the thermal infrared observations and an estimate
of solar photon pathlength from UV, visible, or near-IR measurements. Here, we use
data from the A-train afternoon constellation of satellites: cloud-top pressure, cloud
optical thickness, and the multi-layer flag from the Aqua MODerate-resolution Imag-
ing Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and the optical centroid cloud pressure from the Aura10

Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI). The cloud classification algorithms applied with
different passive sensor configurations compare well with each other as well as with
data from the A-train CloudSat radar.

We compute monthly mean fractions of pixels containing multi-layer and vertically-
extended clouds for January and July 2007 at the OMI spatial resolution (12 km×24 km15

at nadir) and at the 5 km×5 km MODIS resolution for infrared cloud retrievals. There
are seasonal variations in the spatial distribution of the different cloud types. The frac-
tion of pixels containing distinct multi-layer cloud is a strong function of the pixel size.
Globally averaged, these fractions are approximately 20% and 5% for OMI and MODIS,
respectively. These fractions may be significantly higher or lower depending upon loca-20

tion. There is a much smaller resolution dependence for fractions of pixels containing
vertically-extended clouds (∼20% for OMI and slightly less for MODIS globally), sug-
gesting larger spatial scales for these clouds. We also find significantly higher fractions
of vertically-extended clouds over land as compared with ocean, particularly in the
tropics and summer hemisphere.25
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1 Introduction

Knowledge of cloud vertical structure, including the presence of multiple cloud layers,
is important for a variety of climate-related applications. For example, the knowledge
of cloud vertical extents is critical for understanding how clouds impact the Earth’s radi-
ation budget (e.g., Gupta et al., 1992; Wielicki et al., 1995) and the vertical distribution5

of latent heat release that affects global circulation and precipitation (e.g., Wang and
Rossow, 1998). By ignoring multiple layering of clouds, one can introduce errors in de-
ducing the radiative impact of clouds (e.g., Chen et al., 2000; Heidinger and Pavolonis,
2005).

The detection of overlapping clouds is critical for quality control of satellite cloud10

classification schemes and cloud property retrievals that assume a single cloud type
within a given field-of-view (e.g., Huang et al., 2006; Wind et al., 2009) such as those
described in e.g. Rossow and Schiffer (1991) and Platnick et al. (2003). In multi-layer
cloud situations, cloud-top pressures derived with the CO2 slicing method may also
retrieve an incorrect pressure when the upper layer is semi-transparent (Baum and15

Wielicki, 1994; Menzel et al., 2008).
Detection of multiple cloud layers is also important for trace-gas retrievals de-

rived from near-infrared (near-IR) to ultra-violet (UV) solar backscatter measurements.
These retrievals are typically implemented with the assumption of a single cloud layer
(Ahmad et al., 2004) and using the concept of an optical centroid cloud pressure20

(OCCP) (see e.g., Koelemeijer et al., 1999; Vasilkov et al., 2004; Sneep et al., 2008,
and references therein). The OCCP is more appropriate than the cloud-top pressure for
estimation of solar absorption and scattering by well-mixed tropospheric trace gases
and is therefore used in many trace-gas retrieval algorithms (e.g., Koelemeijer et al.,
1999; Sneep et al., 2008; Ziemke et al., 2009). OCCPs have also been used to com-25

pute the effect of various gases on the Earth’s short-wave radiation budget (Joiner
et al., 2009; Vasilkov et al., 2009).

It has been shown that the solar absorption and scattering are sensitive to the cloud
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top height and geometrical thickness as well as the cloud optical thickness and fraction
(e.g., Kokhanovsky and Rozanov, 2005; Daniel et al., 2003). For vertically-uniform
clouds (that do not commonly occur in nature), the OCCP will have values somewhat
inside the cloud, in the vicinity of the geometrical cloud center (e.g., Koelemeijer et al.,
2001; de Beek et al., 2001; Sneep et al., 2008; Vasilkov et al., 2008). Ziemke et al.5

(2009) showed that tropical deep convective clouds typically have a peak in optical
extinction 100 hPa or more inside the cloud, systematically deeper inside clouds that
have lower values of total optical thickness. Vasilkov et al. (2008) and Ziemke et al.
(2009) further showed that the retrieved optical centroid cloud pressure (OCCP) for
these clouds tends to be found near the peak in optical extinction.10

Radiative transfer simulations using cloud optical extinction profiles derived from the
CloudSat Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) and MODerate-Resolution Imaging Spectrora-
diometer (MODIS) radiances show that the concept of the OCCP works well in optically
thick clouds for retrievals of relatively well-mixed gases such as ozone (Ziemke et al.,
2009) in spectral regions where pressure broadening of absorption features is not sig-15

nificant (e.g., UV). However, in the presence of multiple cloud decks, significant retrieval
errors may occur if the OCCP concept is applied when the distribution of the retrieved
trace-gas is vertically-inhomogeneous. This is the case for several pollutants that can
be measured with UV/Vis sensors including NO2, SO2, HCHO, and absorbing aerosol.

Multiple cloud layers can produce a photon trapping effect between the layers that20

enhances absorption when the upper cloud deck is not optically thick (optical thickness
τ<∼20) (e.g., Rozanov et al., 2004a,b; Vasilkov et al., 2008). In such cases, the re-
trieved OCCP is at an altitude beneath the top of the lower cloud deck. For example,
if cirrus is present above low-level clouds (residing at the top of the boundary layer),
the retrieved OCCP may be inside the boundary layer. Though this will account for25

absorption by well-mixed gases correctly, it leads one to incorrectly conclude that there
is sensitivity to constituents in the boundary layer.

A number of methods have been employed to detect overlapping clouds with passive
satellite instruments that offer good spatial coverage. These include
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1. The use of a high-spatial resolution imager (the Advanced Very High Resolu-
tion Radiometer, AVHRR) to detect the presence of multiple cloud layers within
the larger pixel of a coincident sounder (the High-resolution Infrared Radiometer
Sounder, HIRS) (Baum et al., 1995)

2. The use of different channel combinations with a CO2 slicing approach (Jin and5

Rossow, 1997) as applied to HIRS to detect a thin cloud layer (τ<1) over a lower
cloud layer (600–900 hPa with at least 100 hPa separation)

3. A bispectral (1.63µm, 11µm) approach to similarly detect optically thin high
clouds over a lower-level cloud (Baum and Spinhirne, 2000) with enhancements
applied to MODIS (Nasiri and Baum, 2004)10

4. A multi-spectral (visible and thermal infrared) approach to detect cirrus (0.5<τ<4)
over a lower level cloud (τ>5) as applied to AVHRR and also applicable to MODIS
(Pavolonis and Heidinger, 2004; Heidinger and Pavolonis, 2005).

5. The use of water vapor absorption in the 0.94µm band to infer information about
the visible light path as implemented for the MODIS multi-layer flag (Wind et al.,15

2009).

Other research has focused on the retrieval of cloud properties in two layer cloud
systems. For example, Chang and Li (2005a,b) used the MODIS thermal infrared (IR)
window channel combined with visible observations to determine optical depths in two
layer cloud systems. González et al. (2002) made use of multi-angle observations20

from the Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) to retrieve cirrus cloud properties
when lower level clouds are present in the field-of-view. The combination of thermal IR,
visible, and microwave data has been used to estimate liquid and ice water paths and
other properties in multi-layered clouds (e.g., Sheu et al., 1997; Ho et al., 2003; Huang
et al., 2005, 2006; Minnis et al., 2007).25

The 94 GHz Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) on CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2008) has for
the first time provided detailed global information about vertical structure of clouds with
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moderate to high layer optical thicknesses. Due to its nadir-only view and relatively
small field-of-view, its daily coverage is limited. However, it can be used to evaluate
results from passive sensors that have swath coverage. Because most of the above-
mentioned works were published prior to the launch of CloudSat and the Cloud-Aerosol
Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) (Winker et al., 2007),5

only a limited amount of ground- and aircraft-based data was available for evaluation.
In this paper, we focus on identifying multi-layer and vertically-extended clouds that

are important for accurate trace-gas retrievals and short-wave radiative transfer calcu-
lations. Our approach makes use of two complementary types of observations: thermal
IR radiances and photon-path-sensitive solar backscattered measurements. We use10

two different expressions of the solar photon path; One is provided by UV rotational-
Raman scattering (RRS) (Joiner et al., 1995) in the form of the OCCP (Vasilkov et al.,
2008) and the other is the MODIS multi-layer flag (MLF). The OCCP is derived with the
Dutch/Finnish Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) (Levelt et al., 2006) flying aboard
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Earth Observing System15

(EOS) Aura satellite. We also use the cloud-top pressure and total cloud optical thick-
ness derived with the EOS Aqua MODIS (Platnick et al., 2003). We qualitatively and
quantitatively evaluate the approach globally using the CloudSat CPR cloud mask and
CloudSat/MODIS-derived optical depth profile retrievals. All of these satellites are part
of the “A-train” constellation in polar orbits that cross the equator near 13:30 LT.20

The approach developed here could be applied generally to any satellite or constella-
tion that contains both thermal IR and solar backscatter cloud pressure measurements.
The latter techniques include the use of O2-O2 bands (e.g., Sneep et al., 2008) and
the O2 A-band (e.g., Rozanov et al., 2004b; Vanbauce et al., 2003). Such measure-
ments are made from instruments on current and future meteorological satellites such25

as MetOp, the National Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS), and
the NPOESS Preparatory Project (NPP). However, these satellites will not have the
high-spatial resolution (imaging) for multi-layer cloud detection that is afforded by the
MODIS MLF.
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The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the observations used here.
The algorithms and sample results are presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 shows the
evaluation of the cloud classification results with CloudSat. Monthly means maps and
statistics for two months are provided in Sect. 5. Conclusions are given in Sect. 6.

2 Observations5

We use the following quantities that are provided in A-train level 2 (L2) cloud data sets
for our cloud classification scheme:

1. Cloud-top pressure (Ptop) retrieved with MODIS thermal IR channels by the CO2
slicing approach (Menzel et al., 2008) for high clouds or with the window channel
brightness temperature for lower clouds at (5 km)2 resolution10

2. Cloud optical thickness (τ) derived from MODIS visible observations (Platnick
et al., 2003) at (1 km)2 native resolution

3. Optical centroid cloud pressure (OCCP) from the OMI rotational-Raman (OM-
CLDRR) algorithm (Joiner et al., 2004; Joiner and Vasilkov, 2006) or the MODIS
multi-layer flag (MLF) (Wind et al., 2009) at (1 km)2 native resolution15

MODIS and OMI data are from collections 5 and 3, respectively.
Menzel et al. (2008) state that a reliable MODIS IR Ptop retrieval is possible for inte-

grated optical depths greater than unity, noting that MODIS detects the radiative mean
of cirrus clouds in the CO2 bands that is frequently more than 1 km inside the cloud as
determined by lidar measurements.20

The MODIS MLF has values 0–8 with higher numbers indicating greater levels of
confidence in detecting pixels containing multi-layer or multi-phase clouds. Values
greater than 2 are considered reliable. The MODIS MLF is designed primarily to de-
tect cases that are problematic for quality MODIS cloud effective radius retrievals (e.g.,
liquid water cloud retrievals in the presence of overlying cirrus); It is not designed to25
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detect every instance of multi-layer/multi-phase clouds (Wind et al., 2009). To trigger
the MODIS MLF, the combined extinction optical depth must be >4.

For bright clouds (reflectivities >80%), the OMI Raman OCCP is defined as the pres-
sure at which a Lambertian cloud is placed in order to produce the observed amount
of rotational-Raman scattering. In broken and less bright clouds, the OCCP is retrieved5

within the context of the Mixed-Lambertian Equivalent Reflectivity (MLER) cloud model
in which scattering and absorption occurring within and below a thin or broken cloud
is accounted for by treating the pixel as if it was composed of clear and cloudy parts,
weighted by a radiative cloud fraction. This model provides values close to the geo-
metrical center of the cloud for uniform clouds at moderate solar and satellite zenith10

angles. Values can deviate somewhat from this for optically thin clouds at very high
and low solar zenith angles (e.g., Vasilkov et al., 2008). We have already discussed
some of the effects of vertical inhomogeneity on the OCCP. In addition, the OCCP can
also be affected by horizontal cloud inhomogeneity or three-dimensional (3-D) effects
(e.g., Kokhanovsky et al., 2007; Wagner et al., 2009).15

Our data analysis is conducted at either the OMI footprint (∼12 km×24 km at nadir)
or in MODIS standard 5 km×5 km blocks used for thermal IR cloud property retrievals.
We apply a simple collocation scheme to provide MODIS information at the OMI foot-
print. For each MODIS level 2 data element, we find the OMI pixel with the smallest
chordal distance between OMI and MODIS pixel centers. Statistical information is then20

generated for the MODIS data on each OMI footprint (mean, standard deviation, mini-
mum, and maximum). The MODIS multi-layer flag is said to be set when the maximum
value within either the OMI footprint or the 5 km×5 km block is >2.

Figures 1 and 2 show a single day of the quantities used in our classification scheme.
The cloud top pressure is expressed in terms of a fraction of the tropopause thick-25

ness; ∆Ptop=(Ps−Ptop)/(Ps−Ptrop), where Ptrop is a latitudinally-dependent estimate of
the tropopause pressure provided in the MODIS data set, and Ps is a climatological
surface pressure provided in the OMI data set. ∆Ptop approaches unity (zero) for
cloud tops near the tropopause (surface). The OMI OCCP is differenced from the
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MODIS cloud-top pressure and also expressed as a fraction of the tropopause thick-
ness; ∆Pdiff=(OCCP−Ptop)/(Ps−Ptrop).

In the tropics, clouds with high optical thicknesses often have cloud tops near the
tropopause. However, clouds with high tops do not always have high optical thick-
nesses. In the high latitude storm track regions, clouds with high optical thicknesses5

also frequently have high cloud tops; However, many clouds with high optical thickness
have cloud tops in the lower to middle troposphere. At the edges of convective cells
and fronts, the values of ∆Pdiff can be quite large and the MODIS MLF also shows high
confidence levels, strongly suggesting the presence of multi-layer clouds. The MLF is
not always set in the centers of these areas where ice optical thicknesses can be quite10

high.

3 Approach

We next develop two relatively simple cloud identification schemes using the retrieved
τ and Ptop from MODIS along with either the OMI OCCP or the MODIS MLF. Pixels are
classified as either single-layer, distinct multi-layer, or vertically-extended (e.g., convec-15

tive). We focus exclusively on pixels that do not overlie ice or snow surfaces. Here, we
attempt to detect multi-layer situations where the top layer resides in the upper tropo-
sphere and the lowest layer in the lower troposphere (with a separation of ≈200 hPa).
The top layer must be optically thick enough (τ>∼1) to be identified in the upper tropo-
sphere by the MODIS CO2 slicing algorithm.20

The MODIS total cloud optical thickness, τ, is used to help distinguish distinct multi-
layer clouds from vertically-extended clouds, defined here as contiguous cloud layers
(no more than 50 hPa separation) with extents covering a significant fraction (at least
40%) of the troposphere. With CloudSat, we find that clouds with high tops and τ≥12
are almost always vertically-extended. When τ<12, either the MLF or the OMI OCCP25

(in the form of ∆Pdiff) is used to distinguish single from multi-layer clouds.
Figures 3–4 show flow charts for the OMI/MODIS combination (using the OMI
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OCCP) and the MODIS-only scheme (using the MODIS MLF), respectively. The latter
can be applied at either the OMI or MODIS resolution. Note that the MODIS MLF value
refers here to the maximum value at the resolution considered. The OMI/MODIS al-
gorithm contains an extra check not found in the MODIS-only algorithm that identifies
very infrequent situations (<1%) of distinct multiple cloud layers with τ≥12 and a high5

cloud top.
We determined all threshold values empirically using CloudSat data. We find that

minor adjustments about these threshold values do not significantly change the results.
For example, the agreement with CloudSat shown in the next section changes by less
than 2% when the τ threshold is varied from 8 to 16. Similar results are obtained when10

the ∆Ptop threshold is varied from 0.5–0.7. The agreement changes by less than 1%
when the ∆Pdiff threshold is varied from 0.3–0.5.

A similar algorithm is applied to CloudSat at either the along-track resolution of OMI
(12 km) or MODIS (5 km). Figure 5 shows a flow chart of the CloudSat scheme. There
is no dependence on τ as there is for the passive sensors. Clouds are said to be15

present in a layer l when the CloudSat mask shows a reliable detection in that layer
(value >5) and the layer-mean optical thickness τl>0. ∆Ptop,CS and ∆Pbase,CS are de-
fined as above for the passive sensors but using the cloud top and base from CloudSat.
∆Pcloud=(Pbottom,highest−Ptop,highest)/(Ps−Ptrop) is the ratio of the geometrical thickness of
the highest cloud deck to the tropopause thickness. ∆Psep is the largest separation20

(>50 hPa) between cloud layers.
It is important to note that CloudSat has a very narrow field-of-view (∼1.4 km) as

compared with the cross-track size of an OMI pixel (minimum of 24 km). Therefore,
the clouds viewed in the thin CloudSat slice through an OMI pixel may not be rep-
resentative of the situation within the larger OMI pixel when there is significant spatial25

inhomogeneity. We must then detect these situations and eliminate them from the sam-
ple space used in our comparison. The details of our filtering scheme are described in
Appendix A.
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4 Results

4.1 Passive sensor single day classification

Figure 6 provides results of the passive-sensor cloud classification schemes on the
OMI footprint for the same date shown in Fig. 1. Data are plotted only where either
extended or distinct multi-layer clouds are detected. For all other cloudy pixels (as indi-5

cated in the cloud optical thickness shown in Fig. 1), the algorithms classified clouds as
single layer. In general, both algorithms produce similar results. This shows that once
the vertically-extended clouds have been removed, the MODIS MLF provides informa-
tion that is similar to the difference between the cloud-top and the OCCP, provided that
the cloud top is in the upper troposphere. The OMI/MODIS combination tends to find10

somewhat more distinct multi-layer clouds at lower latitudes, while the opposite is true
at high latitudes as will be discussed in more detail below.
∆Pdiff, as shown in Fig. 2, can be considered as a measure of confidence for the

OMI/MODIS scheme as larger values are likely to occur where there are distinct cloud
layers. CloudSat orbital tracks are shown for areas that will be examined in more detail15

below.

4.2 Global comparison of passive- and active-sensor classifications

We quantitatively compare passive and active cloud classifications using the confusion
matrix concept. Table 1 shows comparisons for the three different passive sensor con-
figurations (MODIS/OMI algorithm and MODIS-only algorithm applied at both the OMI20

and MODIS resolutions) for collocations occurring on 13 November 2006. The top left
element of each 2×2 matrix (first two lines under each instrument configuration) gives
the fraction of cases (in %) when both passive and active sensors identify single layer
clouds. Similarly, the bottom right elements show the percentage of samples where
either multi-layer or extended clouds are identified by both active and passive sensors.25

The trace (third line under each configuration) is the percentage of all samples where
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both types of sensors agree. The off-diagonal elements represent the different types
of error. If we consider CloudSat to be truth and our goal to detect multi-layer/extended
clouds, then a type I error would be defined as a missed multi-layer/extended cloud,
i.e., the upper right element. Type II errors (lower left element) are false detections of
multi-layer and extended clouds.5

With our filtering scheme, the sample sizes are 4332 and 9862 at the OMI and
MODIS spatial resolutions, respectively. This represents about 60% (74%) of the total
number of cloudy samples for the OMI (MODIS) resolutions. The percentage of cor-
rect identifications was similar (nearly 90%) for all cases, while the partitioning of the
different types of error varied somewhat depending upon the instrument configuration10

and spatial resolution.
Next we examine how well the algorithms further distinguish between vertically-

extended and distinct multi-layer clouds. Table 2 provides the results in the form of
similar 3×3 matrices. Agreement is obtained in ≈80% of the pixels for all three con-
figurations, indicating that our algorithms are effective in identifying cases of distinct15

multiple layers and separating these from vertically-extended clouds. MODIS results at
the MODIS resolution are somewhat better than those obtained on the OMI footprint.
The increased errors at the larger footprint mainly stem from false detection of multi-
layer clouds. This likely results in part from inadequate filtering of unrepresentative
data on the larger OMI pixel.20

4.3 Case studies

We next present several case studies to qualitatively evaluate our filtering scheme
and results. Figures 7 and 8 show cloud optical extinction (CloudSat 2B-Tau product)
derived from a combination of CloudSat radar reflectivities and MODIS radiances along
orbital tracks shown in Fig. 6 at OMI and MODIS resolutions, respectively. The results25

of our algorithms for the passive and active sensors are shown only for pixels that
passed our representative tests. We note several instances where our filtering scheme
has removed obvious cases where CloudSat was not representative of the conditions
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observed within the OMI or MODIS pixels. For example, near 3.5◦ latitude, high clouds
are detected by MODIS within the OMI pixel and are not seen in the CloudSat slice.
Since these high cirrus are contiguous along the track, this is unlikely to be a MODIS
error. Likewise, the low clouds near 3◦ S appear to be scattered and not always seen
in the CloudSat curtain. Near 7.5◦, there are likely scattered low clouds that are not5

seen by CloudSat as indicated by the OCCP that is significantly lower in altitude than
the cloud-base indicated by CloudSat.

The OMI/MODIS and MODIS-only algorithms produce similar results and good
agreement with CloudSat. There are many cases of positive identification of multi-
layer clouds by both algorithms. Figure 7 shows that there are a few cases where10

OMI/MODIS identifies clouds as extended, but CloudSat shows distinct multi-layered
clouds. If we apply a more stringent filter (using sub-pixel variation in the MODIS IR
brightness temperature), some of these are eliminated.

The MODIS-only algorithm misses some of the multi-layer clouds between 7 and
8◦ N which is shown more clearly in Fig. 8 at the MODIS along-track resolution. Either15

the lower cloud deck may not have had a sufficient mean optical thickness or the up-
per deck may have been too optically thick to trigger the MODIS MLF in these pixels.
The OMI OCCP only hints at the presence of a lower cloud deck there. The MODIS
multi-layer flag performs well in detecting distinct multiple layer cases, but behaves
somewhat unpredictably in the vertically-extended clouds.20

Figure 9 shows results at high southern latitudes for variety of different cloud con-
ditions. Because our threshold tests are few, simplistic, and based upon CloudSat
data, it is not surprising to see good agreement between the passive sensor algo-
rithms and CloudSat. The multi-layer situation near 49◦ S shows an example of the
relatively infrequent scenario where the total optical thickness in the OMI pixels was25

>12, but the clouds were distinctly multi-layer. The extra path in the OMI/MODIS flow
chart allows these multi-layer situations to be correctly identified. At the MODIS res-
olution (not shown), the mean optical depths for those collocated pixels were <12 so
that the clouds were correctly identified as distinct multi-layer when the optical depth of
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the upper cloud layer was high enough for the high clouds to be detected.
To gain some insight into the behavior of the OCCP, we examine several individual

cloud extinction profiles from the two eastern-most high latitude CloudSat tracks in
Fig. 6. We compute the corresponding ozone Jacobian assuming a uniformly mixed
ozone profile in the troposphere using the radiative transfer model of Spurr et al. (2008).5

Figure 10 shows the results for 5 different profiles detailed in Table 3. The Jacobian is
defined here as the change in the natural log of the radiance with respect to the layer
ozone optical depth (equally spaced layers in altitude).

The least amount of photon penetration occurs for the profile with a sharp peak in
extinction near 450 hPa (blue) with lower amounts of extinction below. The greatest10

amount of photon penetration occurs for the profile with a large extinction peak near
750 hPa (orange). In between is a profile with distinct multiple layers (red), one with
a broad peak extending from about 450–800 hPa (green), and one with a sharp peak
near 650 hPa (pink). The retrieved OCCP is at a distinctly higher pressure for the profile
with a cloud extinction peak near 750 hPa (orange). Despite differences in the vertical15

structure of cloud extinction, the other profiles produce similar OCCPs. In the case with
distinct multiple layers (red), the optical thickness of the upper cloud deck was large
(∼20) and larger than that of the lower cloud deck. This coupled with the high solar
zenith angle (∼70◦) produces a relatively small sensitivity to the lower cloud deck.

5 Monthly mean statistics20

Now that we have established with CloudSat that our algorithms produce reasonable
results globally, we examine monthly mean statistics for two months: January and July
2007. Figures 11 and 12 show the fraction of cloudy pixels identified as containing
distinct multi-layer clouds using the OMI/MODIS and MODIS-only applied at the OMI
footprint. Both instrument combinations produce similar seasonal variations. As shown25

in Fig. 6, the OMI/MODIS approach finds more instances of multi-layer clouds in the
Pacific, while the MODIS-only approach yields higher fractions at most high latitudes.
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Due to the relatively poor sampling of CloudSat within the OMI pixel, we were unable
to determine which sensor combination provides more robust results.

There are several reasons why the MODIS-only algorithm produces less detections
of multi-layer clouds in tropical oceanic regions. The MODIS algorithm attempts to elim-
inate pixels with partial cloud coverage from their sample space, including pixels that5

define cloud edges. In addition, pixels are also eliminated around cloud edges. Sim-
ilarly, MODIS pixels affected by sunglint and those containing aerosol are also elim-
inated. In contrast, all OMI pixels, including those affected by glint and aerosol, are
included here. OMI is less affected by sunglint as retrievals are performed in a spectral
window from 346–354 nm where Rayleigh scattering suppresses but does not com-10

pletely eliminate the glint. Sunglint produces cloud fractions that are too high and
cloud pressures that are too low (cloud altitudes too high). Aerosol effects on OMI
retrievals are quite variable. Absorbing aerosol above and inside clouds can cause
OMI to produce cloud pressures and fractions that are too low (Vasilkov et al., 2008).
Non-absorbing aerosol behaves much like a cloud.15

Figure 12 also shows that the MODIS-only algorithm finds more multi-layer clouds
over northern Africa and parts of Australia. These are likely artifacts that get amplified
in our algorithm and analysis of the data. Firstly, these regions have a low overall
cloud fraction. Therefore, displaying the classifications as a fraction of cloudy cases
tends to exaggerate errors. When the data are plotted as a fraction of all pixels, these20

areas do not stand out as much. Because these detections appear to follow continental
boundaries, they could be related to the land surface albedo which is also high in the
visible in these regions or to the presence of dust which may be mistaken for a low-
level cloud. The surface albedo is lower over these land areas in the UV, and the
OMI/MODIS algorithm does not show a land/ocean contrast in these regions.25

We do not attempt to recover subpixel information in our analysis. If the MODIS
MLF fraction is >0 within an OMI pixel, we designate that pixel as containing multi-
layer cloud in order to provide a more clean comparison with OMI/MODIS algorithm. If
there is a small fraction of false multi-layer detections by MODIS within an OMI pixel,
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our analysis will tend to amplify these errors. If we set the MLF fraction threshold
within an OMI pixel to a larger number, we reduce the artifacts, but also decrease the
overall detection of multi-layer clouds. This leads to a poorer global agreement with
the OMI/MODIS algorithm that appears capable of detecting relatively small amounts
of multi-layer clouds within a pixel.5

OMI loses sensitivity to a lower cloud deck at high solar zenith angles as shown
by Vasilkov et al. (2008) owing to the large pathlength through an upper cloud deck
and the atmosphere below. This is partly due to higher Rayleigh optical thickness
at higher slant paths. The MODIS MLF will be less affected by this because it uses
near-IR wavelengths. This may explain why OMI/MODIS detects smaller fractions of10

multi-layer clouds at high latitudes (high solar zenith angles).
Figure 13 similarly shows the fraction of cloudy pixels identified as contain-

ing vertically-extended clouds by the OMI/MODIS algorithm. Because both the
OMI/MODIS and MODIS-only algorithms rely on similar logic for this identification, the
MODIS-only statistics are very similar and are not shown. Seasonal variations are15

apparent in the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and in convective areas over
land.

We next examine the effect of spatial resolution on the derived cloud fractions. Fig-
ure 14 shows monthly-mean results of the MODIS-only algorithm applied at the MODIS
resolution. As may be expected, at this higher spatial resolution, there are significantly20

smaller fractions of pixels containing multi-layer clouds. Tian and Curry (1989) obtained
a similar result at larger spatial scales. The amplification effect of the possible artifacts
over northern Africa and Australia is lessened at the MODIS resolution.

The effect of spatial resolution is further detailed in Table 4, where it can be seen
that the fraction of cloudy pixels designated as multi-layer at the MODIS resolution is25

only about 25% of that at the OMI resolution. This indicates that either the multiple
cloud layers are not always coincident on the scale of the OMI footprint and/or that the
multiple cloud layers are occurring at smaller spatial scales than the OMI footprint. In
contrast, the percentage of pixels with vertically-extended clouds at the MODIS reso-
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lution is about 75% of that at the OMI resolution; The vertically-extended clouds thus
appear to be filling the OMI pixels most of the time.

Table 4 also provides monthly statistics (for July 2007) separately for land and ocean.
As may be expected, there are more vertically-extended clouds over land than ocean
particularly in the tropics and the summer (Northern) Hemisphere. Land/ocean differ-5

ences in distinct multi-layer clouds are not as apparent.
We checked the classification statistics across the OMI swath. We found

lower(higher) fractions of multi(single)-layer clouds at the swath edges for both the
OMI/MODIS and MODIS-only algorithms as compared with the swath center. There
are two competing effects that should product across-track variations in the cloud clas-10

sification: (1) The spatial resolution effect shown above should produce higher frac-
tions of pixels with multi-layer clouds at the swath edge as compared with the nadir;
OMI pixels are significantly larger at the swath edges (e.g., over 100 km wide at the
swath edge), as compared with nadir (24 km wide). (2) Reduced sensitivity at higher
view angles owing to increased path lengths through clouds and atmosphere (Vasilkov15

et al., 2008) should result in smaller fractions of pixels with multi-layer clouds at the
swath edge as compared with nadir. This reduction in sensitivity is larger for OMI than
for MODIS owing to the larger Rayleigh optical thickness at the UV wavelengths that
are used in the OMI Raman cloud algorithm. Our results show lower fractions of multi-
layer clouds at the swath edges. This suggests that cross-track sensitivity variations20

dominate over the spatial resolution effect. The cross-track variations were somewhat
larger for OMI/MODIS (≥15%) than for MODIS-only (∼10%) which is consistent with
this explanation.

6 Conclusions

In this work we have compared satellite cloud classification results from passive sen-25

sors with those from a coincident cloud radar on a global basis. We have shown that
simple threshold algorithms based on a small number of satellite-derived quantities
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have skill in distinguishing between distinct multi-layer and vertically-extended clouds.
The algorithm thresholds work well globally, leading to an approach that is straight-
forward to implement once the initial retrievals and collocation steps are completed. In
the near future, we plan to provide data sets containing MODIS statistical data on the
OMI footprint as well as the output of our multi-layer detection as part of our standard5

OMI cloud data processing. This is a first step towards achieving reliable estimates of
cloud properties in multi-layer clouds using passive IR and UV/VIS sensors.

Our results have implications for calculations of cloud radiative forcing. The de-
pendence of short-wave cloud forcing on the assumed optical centroid cloud pressure
is relatively large. For typical tropical mid-latitude conditions, the difference in cloud10

forcing for a high and low cloud can be of the order of tens of W/m2, largely due to
water vapor absorption. It is therefore important to identify multi-layer clouds and use
a cloud pressure appropriate for short-wave calculations. Vertically-extended clouds
should also be identified and treated appropriately; The optical centroid cloud pres-
sure is more appropriate than the cloud top for short-wave calculations under these15

conditions.
The relatively large fraction of OMI pixels that contain multiple cloud layers (∼20%)

implies that the interpretation of trace-gas retrievals in cloudy conditions must be under-
taken with care, especially for gases that are not well mixed. The generation of cloud
climatologies and trends from OMI and similar instruments must also be produced and20

interpreted with caution. The fraction of pixels containing multi-layer clouds will be
even larger for lower spatial resolution satellite UV, VIS, or near-IR instruments includ-
ing GOME, GOME2, SCIAMACHY, the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS),
and the Ozone Mapping and Profiler Suite (OMPS) that will fly on NPOESS and NPP.
Our results should be considered in trade-off studies (e.g., determining an appropriate25

pixel size) for future satellite missions such as UV/VIS/near-IR spectrometers that are
being planned for geostationary platforms.
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Appendix A

Pixel filtering scheme

Our filtering scheme uses the following checks to filter out unrepresentative pixels:

1. |Ptop,MODIS−Ptop,CS|>150 hPa. This eliminates situations where CloudSat does not5

see a high cloud that is present within an OMI pixel (as determined by MODIS) or
where CloudSat sees a very high thin cloud that is not detected by MODIS. This
check may eliminate cases where the MODIS cloud top pressure is in error.

2. OCCP−Pbase,CS>100 hPa. This filters out cases where CloudSat does not see
a lower cloud deck and the OMI OCCP indicates that one is present. This check10

may eliminate cases where the OCCP is in error.

3. MODIS window channel brightness temperature standard deviation, σTb, >10 K.

All thresholds were determined empirically.
In order to identify subtle unrepresentative CloudSat pixels, we examined the vari-

ability of MODIS-derived quantities within the OMI pixel. The use of the MODIS cloud15

optical thickness standard deviation eliminated too many situations where CloudSat
appeared to be representative. This occurs frequently at high optical depths. Using the
MODIS cloud top pressure standard deviation within an OMI pixel likewise did not pro-
duce good results. This is because lower level cloud decks are frequently masked by
an upper deck. We found that the σTb was the most useful quantity. However, checks20

with this quantity miss some of the more obvious unrepresentative pixels as Tb satu-
rates beyond a visible optical depth of about 4. A check on σTb with a strict threshold
also eliminates many pixels that appear to be reasonably representative.

We found that the most effective schemes for filtering out unrepresentative CloudSat
pixels rely on Ptop,MODIS and OCCP. Unfortunately, these checks may eliminate pixels25

with erroneous Ptop,MODIS or OMI OCCP. This would tend to overestimate the agree-
ment between the passive data and CloudSat. Although there has been a significant
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amount of validation of both Ptop,MODIS and OMI OCCP, there are known problems in
both quantities. Improvements in Ptop,MODIS are planned for collection 6 to eliminate
some of the problems. Likewise, improvements are also planned for future releases of
the OMI Raman OCCP (e.g., an improved treatment of surface and cloud reflectance).
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Table 1. Cloud classification statistics (single or multi-layer/vertically-extended) for passive
sensor versus CloudSat (%).

Passive sensor configuration CloudSat CloudSat Total in
single layer multi+extended agreement

MODIS/OMI on OMI footprint

MODIS/OMI single layer 57.5 7.1
MODIS/OMI multi+extended 3.9 31.5
Total in agreement 89.0

MODIS-only on OMI footprint

MODIS-only, single layer 51.0 2.0
MODIS-only, multi+thick 10.4 36.6
Total in agreement 87.6

MODIS-only at 5 km×5 km

MODIS-only, single layer 66.7 4.7
MODIS-only, multi+thick 5.6 22.9
Total in agreement 89.6
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Table 2. Cloud classification statistics (single layer, distinct multi-layer, and vertically-extended)
for passive sensor versus CloudSat (%).

Passive sensor configuration CloudSat CloudSat CloudSat Total in
single layer extended multi-layer agreement

MODIS/OMI on OMI footprint

MODIS/OMI single layer 57.5 5.7 1.3
MODIS/OMI extended 3.3 23.2 3.5
MODIS/OMI multi-layer 0.6 2.3 2.6
Total in agreement 83.3

MODIS-only on OMI footprint

MODIS-only, single 51.0 1.8 0.2
MODIS-only, extended 3.3 23.2 3.6
MODIS-only, multi-layer 7.1 6.2 3.6
Total in agreement 77.8

MODIS-only at 5 km×5 km

MODIS-only, single layer 66.7 3.4 1.3
MODIS-only, extended 3.8 16.2 3.7
MODIS-only, multi-layer 1.8 1.1 2.0
Total in agreement 84.9
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Table 3. Information corresponding to cloud extinction profiles shown in Fig. 10. MODIS τ is the
MODIS 1 km retrieved τ averaged over the OMI footprint; CloudSat τ is the 2B-Tau averaged
over the along-track extent of the OMI pixel; CTP is the MODIS minimum cloud-top pressure
within the OMI footprint.

Orbit Lat. Long. τ τ CTP OCCP σTb MLF Color
OMI MODIS CloudSat (hPa) (hPa) (K)

12390 46.8 154.8 27.9 30.2 300 564 1.5 5 red
12390 47.9 154.3 77.0 63.6 315 487 1.0 1 green
12390 48.4 154.1 23.3 17.7 300 511 2.0 5 blue
12390 52.0 152.6 67.6 53.1 235 490 0.9 1 pink
12394 −46.7 79.9 36.7 44.8 285 699 1.3 1 orange
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Table 4. Monthly-mean cloud classification statistics using passive sensors for July 2007
(given as % of cloudy pixels designated as either single cloud layer, distinct multiple layers, or
vertically-extended) using the different passive sensor configurations- OMI/MODIS on the OMI
footprint (left 3 columns), MODIS-only on the OMI footprint (middle 3 columns), or MODIS-only
at 5 km×5 km resolution (right 3 columns).

OMI+MODIS MODIS-only MODIS-only
OMI resolution OMI resolution MODIS resolution

Latitudes, Sing. Multi- Vert. Sing. Multi- Vert. Sing. Multi- Vert.
conditions layer layer Ext. layer layer Ext. layer layer Ext.

90◦ S–90◦ N, all 60.7 19.1 20.2 57.9 21.5 20.7 78.5 5.3 16.2
90◦ S–90◦ N, land 52.0 19.8 28.2 44.0 27.1 28.9 73.2 6.1 20.7
90◦ S–90◦ N, oc. 63.5 18.9 17.5 62.5 19.6 17.9 80.3 5.1 14.6

20◦ S–20◦ N, all 57.6 27.0 15.4 59.0 25.5 15.5 81.9 4.6 13.5
20◦ S–20◦ N, land 55.1 24.8 20.0 47.7 32.0 20.3 78.7 5.6 15.7
20◦ S–20◦ N, oc. 58.4 27.6 14.0 62.4 23.5 14.0 82.9 4.3 12.8

20◦ N–60◦ N, all 53.4 21.9 24.6 50.3 23.9 25.8 73.4 7.0 19.6
20◦ N–60◦ N, land 45.9 20.6 33.5 37.0 28.4 34.6 68.1 6.6 25.3
20◦ N–60◦ N, oc. 58.5 22.9 18.6 59.4 20.8 18.3 76.8 7.2 16.0

60◦ S–20◦ S, all 70.2 9.8 20.0 63.4 16.4 20.2 79.8 4.6 15.6
60◦ S–20◦ S, land 63.7 12.5 23.8 50.6 25.2 24.3 76.0 6.6 17.4
60◦ S–20◦ S, oc. 70.5 9.7 19.8 64.1 16.0 20.0 80.0 4.5 15.5
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see text); Bottom: MODIS mean cloud optical thickness (τ ) within an OMI footprint. White
indicates no data are available, cloud fractions are zero, or snow/ice. Latitudes and longitudes
are indicated. 26

Fig. 1. Mapped cloud data from 13 November 2006; Top: Fractional cloud-top pressure (∆Ptop,
see text); Bottom: MODIS mean cloud optical thickness (τ) within an OMI footprint. White
indicates no data are available, cloud fractions are zero, or snow/ice. Latitudes and longitudes
are indicated.
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Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1 but showing fractional cloud pressure difference (OMI-MODIS), ∆Pdiff

(top) and MODIS maximum multi-layer flag (MLF) value within an OMI footprint (pixels where
MLF>2, bottom).

27

Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1 but showing fractional cloud pressure difference (OMI-MODIS), ∆Pdiff (top)
and MODIS maximum multi-layer flag (MLF) value within an OMI footprint (pixels where MLF>2,
bottom).
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Fig. 3. Flow chart describing OMI/MODIS multi-layer/extended cloud detection scheme.
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Fig. 3. Flow chart describing OMI/MODIS multi-layer/extended cloud detection scheme.
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Fig. 4. Flow chart describing MODIS multi-layer/extended cloud detection scheme.
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Fig. 4. Flow chart describing MODIS multi-layer/extended cloud detection scheme.
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Fig. 5. Flow chart describing CloudSat multi-layer/extended cloud detection scheme.
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Fig. 5. Flow chart describing CloudSat multi-layer/extended cloud detection scheme.
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Fig. 6. Results of multi-layer detection for 13 November 2006- Top: MODIS-only (on the OMI
footprint); Bottom: OMI/MODIS; Light blue: Vertically-extended; Orange: Distinct multi-layer;
Black lines: Selected CloudSat orbital tracks.
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Fig. 6. Results of multi-layer detection for 13 November 2006 – Top: MODIS-only (on the OMI
footprint); Bottom: OMI/MODIS; Light blue: Vertically-extended; Orange: Distinct multi-layer;
Black lines: Selected CloudSat orbital tracks.
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Fig. 7. CloudSat 2B-Tau cross section of cloud extinction (km−1) along OMI orbit 12402 (west-
ern track in tropical Pacific highlighted in Fig. 6); Averaged along-track over OMI pixel (∼13
km); Pink triangles: OMI optical centroid cloud pressure; Purple diamonds: MODIS minimum
cloud-top pressure within closest passive sensor footprint, orange-filled where MODIS maxi-
mum multi-layer flag > 2.
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Fig. 7. CloudSat 2B-Tau cross section of cloud extinction (km−1) along OMI orbit 12 402 (west-
ern track in tropical Pacific highlighted in Fig. 6); Averaged along-track over OMI pixel (∼13 km);
Pink triangles: OMI optical centroid cloud pressure; Purple diamonds: MODIS minimum cloud-
top pressure within closest passive sensor footprint, orange-filled where MODIS maximum
multi-layer flag >2.
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Fig. 8. Similar to Fig. 7 but averaged along-track over the MODIS 5 km resolution. Cloud-top
pressures are those from the closest MODIS (5km)2 block.
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Fig. 8. Similar to Fig. 7 but averaged along-track over the MODIS 5 km resolution. Cloud-top
pressures are those from the closest MODIS (5 km)2 block.
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 7 but for the southern high latitude storm track along OMI orbit 12402 (western
and southernmost track highlighted in Fig. 6).
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 7 but for the southern high latitude storm track along OMI orbit 12 402 (western
and southernmost track highlighted in Fig. 6).
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Fig. 10. Top: CloudSat 2B-Tau optical extinction profiles for cases described in Table 3; Bottom,
solid lines: corresponding ozone Jacobian, ∂ ln(I)/∂τl(O3); dashed lines: OMI retrieved optical
centroid cloud pressures (OCCPs).
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Fig. 10. Top: CloudSat 2B-Tau optical extinction profiles for cases described in Table 3; Bottom,
solid lines: corresponding ozone Jacobian, ∂ ln(I)/∂τl (O3); dashed lines: OMI retrieved optical
centroid cloud pressures (OCCPs).
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Fig. 11. Fraction of cloudy pixels designated as distinct multi-layer as derived from OMI/MODIS
for January (top) and July (bottom) 2007.
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Fig. 11. Fraction of cloudy pixels designated as distinct multi-layer as derived from OMI/MODIS
for January (top) and July (bottom) 2007.
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Fig. 12. Similar to Fig. 11 but results from MODIS-only on the OMI pixel.
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Fig. 12. Similar to Fig. 11 but results from MODIS-only on the OMI pixel.
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Fig. 13. Fraction of cloudy pixels designated as vertically-extended by the OMI/MODIS algo-
rithm for January (top) and July (bottom) 2007.
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Fig. 13. Fraction of cloudy pixels designated as vertically-extended by the OMI/MODIS algo-
rithm for January (top) and July (bottom) 2007.
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Fig. 14. Results for MODIS-only, July 2007 derived from the (5km)2 data: Fraction of cloudy
pixels designated as multi-layer (upper, note that the scale is different from all similar panels)
and vertically-extended (lower). 39

Fig. 14. Results for MODIS-only, July 2007 derived from the (5 km)2 data: Fraction of cloudy
pixels designated as multi-layer (upper, note that the scale is different from all similar panels)
and vertically-extended (lower).
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